“Whether the practitioner uses horary, financial or traditional approaches in their consulting work, knowledge of psyche is most important. As soon as one engages with another in a discussion of the horoscope a psychological situation is created with all the complexities and demands of a counselling situation” - Brian Clarke APA

Practical Considerations

- **Be alert to planetary emphasis.** Best used to highlight the main planetary themes relevant to an individual.
- **Use the chart to illuminate the background leading up to the consultation.** Pay attention to the Moon. The chart will invariably describe the story leading up to a consultation, and then offer insight in terms of where they are heading.
- **Consider the angles.** Where the chart is cast is important - this will often bring relevant natal planets to the angles.
- **A great technique to use with unknown or uncertain birth times.** Very useful if time of birth is unknown. This will help you locate prominent themes and can assist rectification.
- **Compare the horary with other prognostic charts.** It will often reflect important directed, progressed or transiting events within natal chart.
- **Cast your chart for the time and place that the client seeks illumination.** If necessary convert the time zone on email. Use this as an event chart.

If you would like to know more about learning horary and predictive astrology with a psychological focus visit [www.starslikeyou.com.au](http://www.starslikeyou.com.au) or call Damian on +61 0406 401 396

Classes run throughout the year LIVE as well as online.

Any questions please email damian@starslikeyou.com.au
An Urgent Request: Note horary angles align with natal chart (Moon, 7th house especially). The cusp of 5th (horary) falls on natal Mars. Martian themes predominate
Client 2: Note the angles of natal chart align with the time of his first call. Worth noting are the Moon’s partile aspects to both Pluto and Mercury (Lord 6 in chart) and Mars (Lord 1 in partile aspect to Saturn then conjoining Neptune). Note the condition of natal Mars and its emphasis by progression, direction and transit. Consider emphasis on radical and horary 6th houses.

Note the nodal axis in horary chart falls on natal Venus (concerned with relationship matters). Prominent of Jupiter in the email chart as well as the natal chart (hinting at clients tendency to overextend).

Client 2: Note the angles of natal chart align with the time of his first call. Worth noting are the Moon’s partile aspects to both Pluto and Mercury (Lord 6 in chart) and Mars (Lord 1 in partile aspect to Saturn then conjoining Neptune). Note the condition of natal Mars and its emphasis by progression, direction and transit. Consider emphasis on radical and horary 6th houses.

Note the nodal axis in horary chart falls on natal Venus (concerned with relationship matters). Prominent of Jupiter in the email chart as well as the natal chart (hinting at clients tendency to overextend).
Mars is emphasised through horary (rules Lord 1). Lord 10 is very well placed and will eventually aspect Lord 1. Prog Sun Mars conjunction. Approaching Prog New Moon phase. Note natal Mars/Mercury in Virgo on IC.